123-txt.com
Cloud-based SMS
Reliable, secure and always
available

ProcessFlows has been providing SMS messaging solutions for well over 15 years. As such,
we are well versed in the wide range of applications that businesses have applied to the
humble text message.
123-txt.com is our secure cloud SMS messaging platform. Features include 24/7 access from
wherever you are in the world, no training required, no need for a server or any other hardware, no
software to buy and no licenses to keep up-to-date. You can pay for messages up-front or set up
an account, with a log of all incoming and outgoing messages keeping tabs on usage and spend.
Email Integration
Send and receive text messages via your email client. There’s no need to log in and no need
to train your staff – we do all the configuration on our side. You simply send messages to
mobilenumber@123-txt.com and the platform forwards the text to the recipient(s). Inbound
messages are delivered to your email inbox.
Online Address Book
Upload your contact list for targeted messaging. Send a message to one person or many.
Every message is recorded for auditing purposes and can be searched for later.
Works anywhere
The front-end has been designed to scale perfectly, no matter what device you’re using,
and because it’s cloud-based you can access it from anywhere with an internet connection.

Cloud-based – Scalable and Reliable
Because we designed the platform with scalability in mind it can grow to handle a theoretically unlimited
number of messages and clients – there will never be a time when performance or reliability is affected.
The entire platform is virtualised and hosted across multiple virtual machines, in multiple locations, as such
we can offer a guaranteed 99.9% uptime SLA.
Security & Data Sovereignty
We take security very seriously. 256bit encryption is used throughout and robust software and hardware
platforms have been implemented. The platform, all related data and all user and customer contact
databases are held within the European Union and are covered by its data protection laws.
Application Integration
Our RESTful API exposes all the functionality required to send and receive SMS messages, with many
more features besides. Platform functionality and elements are fully exposed in the API so that you have
full control to develop anything from the simplest to the most sophisticated messaging solutions.
Freemium or Premium
If you just want to send and receive messages, there’s no sign-up fee and no charge to use the platform;
you only pay for the messages you send. For customers who require support and a higher grade of service
commitment, we offer a premium service, where our support and customer care teams are available
24/7/365 to monitor the platform and support and assist you.
Simple Payment Options & Competitive Pricing
Charge up your account and pay as you go, or set up a credit account and pay monthly. There are no
hidden fees, and the built-in account functions allow you to see how many credits you have left and how
many you have used, with a full history of messages. Our prices are extremely competitive and published
on the website.
For more information on 123-txt and our other SMS solutions, please contact sales@123-txt.com or
call us on 01962 835053.

Reliable, secure and cost effective, cloud-based, SMS/ Text Messaging
Platform. Email SMS Gateway, Web Client, SMPP, API & more…

